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BLOCKAGE AND RETENTION OF BIOELECTRIC CURRENTS
Every cell in the human body produces electromagnetic energy and most, if not all produce bioelectric
currents. The latter flow through the body in nerves and in meridians, (places of bioelectric flow). In its
natural state bioelectric currents provide energy for all body functions such as walking, talking, seeing, and
hearing. Bioelectric currents escape into the air through small nerves, that are attached to the skin.
RETENTION OF ELECTRICAL CHARGES
We believe, as do many other researchers, that damaged nerves will block the transmission of bioelectricity
and cause it to accumulate in tissues causing inflammation and pain. This view is not shared by many critics
and is, therefore, considered controversial. Despite this difference of opinion, we believe that certain
measures can either extract bioelectricity, or mobilize it, so that it doesn’t cause more inflammation and pain.
In effect, some healing can take place.
MEASURES TO EXTRACT OR MOBILIZE BIOELECTRITICY
·Water soaking (minerals added help)
·Acupuncture
·Dry needling

·Magnets
·Copper
·Massage

MECHANISM OF ACTION
Water soaking especially with minerals added such as Epsom salts, are positively charged and will therefore
attract electrons which are negatively charged. The age-old practice of wearing copper works on this theory.
Acupuncture and other “needling” therapies use stainless steel needles which are made from iron. Iron has a
positive charge and will attract bioelectricity which is negatively charged and extract it from the body.
Magnets mobilize bioelectricity and cause it to leave areas of tissue damage.

RECOMMENDATION
Every person with constant, incurable pain needs to identify their specific, anatomical locations of pain.
Common sites are the lower spine, feet, joint, or pelvis. Some measures described here should be done
regularly as a component of your treatment program.
Reference: Becker, Robert. “The Body Electric”; Published July 22nd 1998 by William Morrow Paperbacks (first
published January 1st 1985)
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